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Thank you for joining us. The webinar will start shortly at 4p.m. 

Join the audio by using your computer speakers or calling the 
telephone number listed in the control panel. 

http://graham.umich.edu/emopps/
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Graham Sustainability Institute

Challenge
Sustainability solutions 
demand the discovery and 
application of knowledge 
that spans natural, social, 
economic, and technological 
boundaries, and is useful to 
stakeholders. 

Approach
The Graham Institute catalyzes and facilitates sustainability-focused 
collaborations involving faculty, students, and external stakeholders. 
We link knowledge to real-world impact by supporting collaborative 
teams spanning multiple topics, disciplines, and sectors.
And we believe diversity, equity, and inclusion are key to 
empowerment and the advancement of sustainability.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provost’s office, work with all of the 19 schools and colleges to support sustainability-focused collaboration and efforts among faculty, students and external partners. Consistent with this collaborative and inclusive approach, we also believe that Diversity, equity and inclusion are critical to advancing sustainability.�



We Offer Opportunities…

For Faculty
Emerging Opportunities 
Program

Water Center

On Campus
Planet Blue Ambassadors

Planet Blue Student 
Innovation Fund

Sustainability Cultural 
Indicators Program

Student Sustainability 
Initiative

For Students
Graham Scholars
 Undergraduate

Dow Fellows
 Masters/Professional
 Doctoral
 Postdoctoral
 Distinguished 

Awards

For External 
Partners
Governments
Businesses
NGOs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We administer a variety of programs for students – undergrads through doctoral students – including a supplemental studies program, fellowships, and awards for interdisciplinary client-focused projectsWe also provide training (PBA), data (SCIP), and funding to support sustainability efforts on campus (SSI, PBSIF).Water Center within the Graham Institute also supports engaged, collaborative research – they just do it in the specific context of water-related issues in the Great Lakes and with regard to our nation’s estuaries. I can go into their offerings in more detail later if you have questions.Across all of these efforts, we strive to help make and support connections across disciplines and with a wide range of partners external to the UM.------------In addition to conducting and coordinating collaborative research projects, the Water Center coordinates the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS) Science Collaborative, which supports research activities that address critical coastal management issues.Water@Michigan – last year was cohosted with SEAS, an all-day event that highlighted examples of water-related co-production. In co-production, scholars and the intended users of the work develop usable and actionable knowledge by jointly framing the knowledge gap, deciding how to tackle it, and analyzing the results. Mix of lightning talks, breakout groups, brainstorming, and networking. Stay tuned for 2019 announcement.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers are about 2 years oldAs of this fall, we’ve engaged with nearly 2K students; worked with hundreds of faculty and funded close to 300; project involving diverse external partners local to global



The Emerging Opportunities Program supports collaborative 
sustainability research and assessment activities that span 
multiple disciplines and sectors and connect science to real-
world decisions and actions.

Emerging Opportunities Program

Building
Networks

Experts 
database

Networking 
events

Catalyzing
Projects

Assistance 
developing
new projects

Supporting 
Projects

Project 
coordination, 
stakeholder 
engagement, 
outreach, 
evaluation

Funding 
Faculty

Catalyst 
grants

Connecting 
Partners

EDF Social 
Science 
Collaboration

Cooperative 
Ecosystem 
Studies Unit 
Network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Emerging Opportunities provides an array of services, funding, and other resources to amplify efforts that are occurring across the UM campuses to advance sustainability, with a particular focus on fostering connections—among U-M researchers and with practitioners, policymakers, and other decision makers—in order to affect positive change in the real world.You can think of our offerings along a spectrumIf you’re just looking to connect with others working on sustainability?You can sign up to the be in the sustainability experts database and search for othersYou can attend a networking event – we’ll be announcing those soon & you’ll get info if you’re signed up for our EmOpp update emailsMoving along, if you have an idea for a project but need help developing it, identifying partners, looking for support…You can reach out to us anytime. We usually start with a simple conversation, maybe a meeting, but for projects we can help with, we can organize targeted workshops and scoping sessions that bring together appropriate researcher and non-academic participants to explore intersecting interests and potential funding to see if the project has legs.If you are ready to move forward with a project…We have catalyst grants to help you make that happenWe also support efforts to connect specific external partners with UM researchers..Environmental Defense Fund connections with social scientists on campus to inform EDF’s effortsCESU - can help make connections to federal agencies around ecosystem studiesLastly, if you’re seeking professionals to help design and implement collaborative processes and outreach? Or assist with broader impacts components of proposals,�Our team can support and be part of faculty-led projects  providing project coordination, stakeholder engagement, knowledge translation, and communications supportToday I’m going to focus on our catalyst grants-------The Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Units (CESU) Network is a national consortium of federal agencies, tribes, academic institutions, state and local governments, nongovernmental conservation organizations, and other partners working together to support informed public trust resource stewardship. The network includes more than 400 nonfederal partners and 15 federal agencies across seventeen CESUs representing biogeographic regions encompassing all 50 states and U.S. territories. // Great Lakes-Northern Forest CESU (GLNF-CESU) MISSION is to conduct a program of research/ technical assistance and education that involves the biological/ physical/ social and cultural sciences needed to address/ manage and preserve Great Lakes Northern Forest ecosystems. Most projects begin with conversations between agency resource managers or researchers and members of the university community - Contact Jen Read for more details



Catalyst Grants

$10,000 per grant

8 month grant period

5-6 grants annually, 2-3 per funding cycle

Semiannual RFP (Fall and Winter)



Catalyst Grants

Funded projects have the following characteristics:

Solutions 
Orientation
The project is framed in a 
way that connects research 
to real-world decisions

Faculty
Scholarship
The project supports 
scholarly work of faculty

Expertise from 
Multiple Disciplines
The project brings together a 
strong team representing 
multiple disciplines

Student 
Opportunities 
The project offers student 
opportunities to engage 
across disciplines, 
appreciate diversity, think 
systemically, and pursue 
action-based learning

Engaged External 
Partner
The project engages a 
specific external partner 
willing to invest their time, 
provide input, and work 
with researchers to identify 
actionable options



Catalyst Grants

Eligible objectives & potential activities include:

Objective 1: Partnership development and/or 
project planning
 Relationship building, partnership development, engagement

 Data analysis or synthesis to identify knowledge gaps and needs

 Data collection and analysis to refine a collaborative project

Objective 2: Enhanced real-world application 
of sustainability research
 Decision-making tools, guidance or recommendations

 Data collection, analysis or synthesis to answer a partner’s critical 
follow-up question

 Training and capacity-building

 Proofs of concept

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can you actually do with these grants?Catalyst grants are intended to support collaborative research efforts that are otherwise challenging to support—you can almost think of these as occurring at the front-end and back-end of projects. Projects can have one of two overarching objectives:they can support project planning and partnership development –OR- they can support the translation, extension or application of existing researchThe RFP provides some examples of potential activities. These activities might look like workshops or conferences; completing analyses and making recommendations for partners; convening experts and stakeholders to build a partnership and plan for a larger collaborative effort; assisting partner in testing an idea, evaluating it, and ideally sharing it with other interested stakeholdersRemember:these projects are intended to support decision-making or action that advances sustainability in the real-world, orto build the partnerships and do the project planning for future efforts that would provide that decision-making support, or that guide your partnership’s next steps toward action*supported these in previous RFPs, but now making the objective explicit



Catalyst
Grants
For small-scale 
collaborative projects 
that:

Support research 
planning and  
partnership 
development

Enhance the real-world 
application of 
sustainability research

Support: $10,000, 8 month grant period          

Offering: 2 funding cycles per year – 2-3 awards per cycle

Letter of intent deadline: October 8, 2018 (required, not binding)

Proposal deadline:  November 12, 2018

Anticipated project start date:  January 2018

4 page project narrative
 Problem statement & project objective

 The challenge, external partner(s), how works meets 
the objective

 Outputs & outcomes
 Approach

 Activities, data, evaluation, scholarship, students
 Team

 Roles, integration
 PI/Co-I must represent, at a minimum, 2 disciplines 

and 2 U-M academic/research units

Budget:  no IDC, no equipment

Appendices: references, PAF, timeline, resumes, other docs

Complete details in the RFP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting into the details in terms of HOW TO APPLY – then I’ll stop for questionsLOIs are due October 8 – these are REQUIRED. It’s just a short summary of whose on your team, the objective, and what the project is about. These are used ONLY to guide reviewer recruitment; you can make changes when you submit the full proposal; we might follow up if we have any questions, but you do not need to be invited to submit a full proposal. The proposal is due Nov 12The RFP spells out the details of what to include in the 4-page narrativeWe want to hear what the challenge is, who you partner is / partners are & whey they’re interestedA list of the outputs (those are the tangible products and services delivered) and a list of the outcomes (real world changes resulting from your outputs). We define and give examples of these in the RFPOutputs – white paper, workshop, guides/recommendations, plans for future efforts, data and analysesOutcomes – better understanding, identification of key priorities, new partnerships, maybe the work does lead to changes in management/action/policy, leveraged funds or spinoff projectsThe activities you proposeThe data you need to for the work – so we know you have access to itYour plans for evaluation – for catalyst grants, this is usually focused on getting feedback to improve the project as it unfolds, as well as at the endAnd then mention of how this supports scholarship – we’re not expecting finished manuscripts at the end, but want to know how this is helping you. Maybe the work complements other research, maybe it’s helping you build partnerships that you need for future research, do you plan to share the work at a conference, will the findings go into a white paper or future manuscript, is it leading toward another funding proposal? etc.Students – can involve students from other institutions, but it should have opportunities for UM studentsTeam – you should describe the roles of the different team members and how the integration of insights contributes to the work (CVs will give us background)NOTE: among the PI and Co-Is, there must be at least 2 disciplines and at least 2 UM units representedThese are minimums, not limits - You can include other collaborators or partners on the team if you want, but you don’t have toWe give you a template to prepare the budget. Note that no IDC and no equipment purchases are allowed. But, otherwise we’re pretty flexible, your funds can cover travel, hourly student work, honoraria, can go to your external partners and collaborators.We provide a timeline template to completeAnd then we ask for a signed Proposal Approval Form – it’s our way of assuring there’s unit support for the work, so please allow time to route that through for signature according to your unit’s policies

http://graham.umich.edu/emopps/funding/catalyst


Catalyst
Grants
For small-scale 
collaborative projects 
that:

Support research 
planning and  
partnership 
development

Enhance the real-world 
application of 
sustainability research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You submit the LOI & Proposal through Graham’s online application systemAccess the system to submit your LOI through the Apply button on the catalyst grant webpageYou sign in with your UM uniquename & password, enter your team information and upload your LOI as a pdfYou will receive an email confirmation with a unique URL to get back into that applicationWhen you’re ready to submit your proposal, use that unique URL to log in and upload your proposal package as a single PDFThe login credentials need to be the same for the LOI and proposalIf you have any trouble, just email us



Catalyst Grants

Evaluation Criteria

Project approach

Project team

External partners

Feasibility

Potential impact

Scholarship

Student opportunities

Evaluation Process

Graham staff

U-M faculty/researchers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposals will be reviewed by Graham staff for completeness, eligibility, and alignment with the RFP/Program goalsThen each proposal will be reviewed by 3 UM faculty – at least 1 from the PIs unit or discipline, and additional faculty for breadthThey will use the review criteria listed here – the specific prompts the reviewers will get are listed in the RFP – that’s exactly what they’ll use to review the proposal. The reviewers will give the proposals a numerical ranking and provide comments for each criterion.These criteria map onto what we’re asking for in the narrative – so you can use the review criteria to check that you’ve covered everything in the narrative.-----------Project approach: Does the project have a solutions orientation to connects research to real-world decisions and actions? Is the approach sufficiently described and appropriate for the identified RFP objective and sustainability challenge?Project team: Does the project bring together a team that spans at least two disciplines and at least two U-M academic units? Does the team have adequate expertise and experience for the proposed work? Is the proposal clear about how each member will contribute and how the integration of insights from the multiple perspectives contributes to the project?External partners: Does the proposal identify an appropriate specific external partner, or potential external partner, who has clear interests related to the sustainability challenge describe in the proposal? Is their role clear?Feasibility: Is sufficient information available and accessible or able to be gathered? Is the timeline realistic? Is the budget appropriate for the proposed work?Potential impact: Are the proposed processes and outputs likely to lead to the anticipated outcomes? Is the significance of the work clear and compelling? Does the proposal describe an evaluation process that includes appropriate and specific measures of success?Scholarship: Will the project advance understanding? Is there a clear plan for how the work will advance scholarship?Students: Are there opportunities for U-M students?



Catalyst Grants

Recipient Requirements

Two verbal project check-ins

Brief mid-project report

Final report 

Share project outputs with Graham

Participate in sustainability researcher meeting

Respond to Graham assessment efforts

Mention Graham support in reports, publications, and 
presentations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll send decision letters in mid- to late-December – includes a summary of reviewer comments/feedback whether you’re funded or not



Catalyst Grants

Fall Catalyst Winter Catalyst
RFP Release September 10, 2018 Early January 2019

Letter of Intent Deadline October 8, 2018 February 2019

Proposal Deadline November 12, 2018 March 2019

Award Announcement Mid-December 2018 Mid- April 2019

Project Start January 2019 May 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do plan to release another RFP in January with a similar LOI/proposal/review process – might be some small changes, but plan now is for the RFP to be very similarSo if you can’t apply now, you can apply in the winterOf If you’re not funded, you can certainly reapply taking into consideration the reviewer feedbackDifferent reviewers each cycleHas worked for some projects in the past that weren’t funding the first time



Catalyst Grants

Common questions
 What do you mean by sustainability?

 Does my team satisfy the eligibility 
requirements? 

 LOI?

 Project focus?

 External partner?

 Award rate?

Tips
 Review the RFP and forthcoming         

FAQ document on the Catalyst Grant 
webpage

 Be clear about the decision-making 
and action the work is supporting

 Be clear about the partner’s interest and 
role

 If this is a portion of a larger project, be 
clear about other resources

 Look at previous projects, but don’t be 
limited by them

 Contact us with questions!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainability? – see RFP discussionEligibility? – see RFP discussion.LOI? - required, not binding, not used in evaluating your projectProject focus?  We do NOT have priority topics, themes, geographies, etc. – the proposals are evaluated based on individual merit and how they meet the RFP requirements.External partners? Required for Obj. 2. For Obj 1 proposal you may have a committed partners, or the work might be focused on identifying and building relationships with partners, in which case you need to at least ID specific potential partnersAward rateAbout 50% of proposals get funded; often not everyone who submits an LOI submits a full proposal; ~6 proposals/ 2-3 awards the last few cyclesTIPSReview the RFP and the FAQ document that will be released early next weekIn your proposals, be clear about whose action/decisionmaking the work supports. Usually this is the external partner. Just saying “policymakers” or the “public” or “community groups” is not what we’re looking for.We don’t require letters of support from partners, although you could choose to provide them; regardless, you should demonstrate to the reviewers through your narrative your partner’s interest in working with you (e.g., previous collaboration, discussions that informed the proposal) – really speaks to the feasibility and impact of the project – and how they’ll be involved (e.g., scoping the work, reviewing outputs, participating in meetings, etc.)If this is supporting a portion of a project, be clear about what activities the catalyst grant will cover and note other resources for the rest of the project.Review other funded projects, but don’t be limited by them! We’re open to new ideas, approaches, topics, partners, etc.Don’t hesitate to contact us with questions!

http://graham.umich.edu/emopps/catalyst


Questions & Discussion
Complete application materials at 
graham.umich.edu/emopps/catalyst

Maggie Allan
Program Manager
Emerging Opportunities
maallan@umich.edu
734-763-0749

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ending slide

http://graham.umich.edu/emopps/catalyst
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